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Y. MARINER
We are exactly on course and where 
we are supposed to me. It cannot be 
anything else. Unless I am wrong, 
which I doubt. 

NATHANIEL
Perhaps we were wrong, perhaps the 
albatross brought the bad luck upon 
us. 

The men chatter excitedly. Some pat the Y. Mariner on the 
back.

The Y. Mariner looks up as the wind goes out of the sails. 

The felled albatross lays on the upper deck and the slight 
breeze ruffles its feathers. A GALE springs up and fills the 
sails of the ship. 

The Helmsman falls back from the wheel as it spins wildly. 
The men scramble to keep control of the ship. Antarctica 
begins to shrink from view.

NATHANIEL
We're being blown northward!

The sails are hoisted, but a snow storm begins to hit the 
ship, eventually covering Antarctica from view completely. 

The men are overwhelmed, The Cassandra is covered in a white 
haze.

EXT. THE CASSANDRA - LATER

The ship is in a completely contrasting climate farther 
north. No sign of snow or land. The sun beats down on the 
ship and its crew. The men have ceased to work and lay and 
walk about the ship in a stupor.  

The albatross continues to lay on the upper deck in a state 
of decay. The Helmsman leans on the wheel, exhausted.

The Y. Mariner emerges from his cabin, walks about the men 
and crosses to the hatch to the lower decks and goes down. 

INT. SHIP'S GALLEY - CONTINUOUS

Cook goes about his business. The Y. Mariner comes down the 
stairs. 

Y. MARINER
How do you stand it down here, 
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Cook? 
Y. MARINER (CONT'D)

The cook says nothing. 

Y. MARINER (CONT'D)
I know what you must think of me. 
And I've stood your silence long 
enough. I'm sure you have plenty 
you want to say. Things you could 
say. Could throw at me. So, why 
don't you? Why don't you throw it 
all at me if it seems we're doomed 
anyway? Are you afraid to speak?

COOK
Now, what would I have to be afraid 
of?

Y. MARINER
Oh, so you haven't lost your 
tongue?

COOK
No, I just figure there's no point 
in arguing with a man who won't see 
anything but his own way.

Y. MARINER
So you do think I've brought this 
upon us.

The Y. Mariner sits and buries his head in his hands. His 
wife's cross hangs from his neck. 

Y. MARINER (CONT'D)
What have I done? I've led us all 
to our grave.

COOK
You said yourself that was part of 
it didn't you? The risk of the 
journey.

Y. MARINER
But the men-- the men. 

COOK
Why do you think we're in this 
mess, Captain?

Y. MARINER
Chance, circumstance and ten 
thousand things that might have 
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gone wrong-- have gone wrong. 
Y. MARINER (CONT'D)

COOK
You really believe that?

Y. MARINER
I know what else you would have me 
believe-- And I still do not 
believe it. 

COOK
Then why haven't you thrown that 
bird's carcass overboard? 

Y. MARINER
I haven't seen you go near it. 

COOK
You don't tread on holy ground. 
You've not right to wear that thing 
around your neck. 

Y. MARINER
My wife...

COOK
A stronger person than you, indeed. 
I should like to have known her 
better.

Y. MARINER
I see no point in arguing this.

COOK
Haven't you seen? There's been a 
right many things, happenings 
trying to get you to look at what's 
really going on and you don't seem 
to want to. 

Y. MARINER
I don't know why I thought coming 
down here would do either of us any 
good. 

COOK
Right. Seeing as you seem to know 
what I'm going to say before I say 
it. 

The Y. Mariner rises. 
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COOK (CONT'D)
Why did you come down here?

Y. MARINER
I can't stand the way the men look 
at me...

COOK
When the last time you prayed, 
Captain?

Y. MARINER
When I thought prayer would do me 
any good. 

The Y. Mariner crosses back to the stairs and ascends to the 
upper decks. 

IN DARKNESS:

CASSANDRA (V.O.)
I cannot do this alone. Please, 
don't ask me to do this alone, 
Lord. I can, I know I am able. But 
I do not wish to do it alone. Don't 
make him go through this alone. 

(she screams)
Wake up! Wake up, Darling! 

INT. CAPTAIN'S CABIN - NIGHT

The Y. Mariner awakes. Moonlight pours his cabin.

He grasps around his neck for the necklace and sighs when he 
finds it there. He looks around the room and starts to lean 
back when he hears the sound of the men outside his door. 

He dresses hastily and walks out to:

EXT. CASSANDRA - CONTINUOUS

The men are staring up at the main mast where St. Elmo's 
Fire has gathered at the top. Some of them remain 
transfixed, not speaking. 

RIGGER
It's a bad omen. 

PADDY TAR
It is beautiful though.  

Nathaniel approaches the Y. Mariner.
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NATHANIEL
Uncle, I've dreamt a strange thing 
was following us ever since we lost 
our way in the snow storm... And 
now this appears.

Y. MARINER
This? This is an anomaly. I've seen 
this many times before and it means 
nothing, it's a matter of nature.

BOSUN
You keep saying that, you've been 
saying it since the beginning and 
look where it's got us. 

NATHANIEL
I-- Don't think there is anything I 
can do, Captain. The men are quite 
decided. It was you who led us into 
this. And we are tired and we are 
mad with thirst. We are, all of us 
scared, but none of us to blame for 
it. And that bird still sits on the 
deck. It's blood is on your hands 
and no one will touch it. 

BOSUN
Oh, someone will touch it and 
someone will pay for bringing us 
all here to die and defying the 
gods of the sea and God himself. 

The men surround the Y. Mariner.

Y. MARINER
I knew it would come to this.

NATHANIEL
You always acted as though it 
would, Uncle. I don't think you can 
expect anything else.

Y. MARINER
Cook!

RIGGER
That is not who you should be 
calling to, Captain. You'll need a 
higher power than Cook. Bless him, 
he's never said a word against you. 
A true Christian soul if there ever 
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was one.  
RIGGER (CONT'D)

The Bosun walks over and retrieves the carcass of the 
albatross and the men tie the Y. Mariner to the main mast. 

RIGGER (CONT'D)
What kind of Godless man wears that 
sort of trinket around his neck?

Paddy stands back from the actions, clasps the cross around 
his neck and begins to pray. 

The Rigger removes the necklace from the Y. Mariner and the 
Bosun ties a rope around the neck of the albatross and then 
and loop at the other end and HANGS the albatross from the 
rope around the Y. Mariner's neck. 

Y. MARINER
This will only drive us all into 
further madness. 

NATHANIEL
No, we have put up with your 
skepticism for far too long and 
clearly, there is something against 
us. 

The Helmsman cries out from the poop. 

HELMSMAN
There are foul things in the water!

The men rush to the sides of the ships and GLOWING EELS 
circle the ship. The clouds roll in, covering the moon, 
THUNDER CLAPS and a BOLT OF LIGHTENING strikes and 
illuminates a SHIP on the horizon. 

BOSUN
(to the ship in the 
distance)

Ahoy!

The men begin to flag and cry desperately. 

COOK (O.S.)
Men, I would not do such a thing, 
if I were you. 

The cook appears next to the Y. Mariner. 

COOK
(to the Y. Mariner)

I am sorry, Captain. They would not 
(MORE)
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be stopped. And I am-- Only one 
COOK (CONT'D)

man. 

A DENSE FOG surrounds the ship and in it the GHOST SHIP 
appears to have gained on them to where it's close enough to 
almost brush The Cassandra. 

The men shrink back. 

BOSUN
The forces of the Devil are upon 
us. 

RIGGER
But... It's empty. There's not a 
soul aboard. 

The Y. Mariner looks and he sees TWO FIGURES - his WIFE and 
SON staring back at him from the ship. 

Cassandra opens her hand to reveal a PAIR OF DICE. Samuel 
laughs and Cassandra throws the dice onto the deck. 

NATHANIEL
I don't understand... What does 
this all mean?

Nathaniel looks back at the Y. Mariner whose face has gone 
pale.

NATHANIEL
What have you brought on us, Uncle?

Y. MARINER
Do-- do you not see that?

NATHANIEL
See the ship? Yes, but there's no 
one aboard. She is abandoned. 

The Y. Mariner looks away from Nathaniel and back at the 
ship. In the place of his wife and son is a handsome and 
pale SPECTRAL WOMAN with madness in her eyes and a SKELETAL 
MAN. 

They glance and him and at the crew. The Y. Mariner watches 
as the woman looks at the result of the dice and laughs, her 
companion scowls. She waves to the Y. Mariner and the ship 
disappears into the mist. 

The clouds clear and the stars burn bright in the sky. 
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HELMSMAN
Look!

St. Elmo's Fire reappears on the main mast of the ship and 
then on the mizzenmast and finally the foremast. All of the 
men turn their eyes upward. 

As each man turns his eyes up he FALLS lifeless to the deck. 

The Cook keeps his eyes down until he each man has fallen. 
Then he looks at the Y. Mariner.

COOK
Seems this is where we part ways 
for now, Captain. 

He salutes the Y. Mariner, looks up, and drops to the deck.

The Y. Mariner struggles to free himself from his binds in a 
panic. Eventually gives up and hangs his head. 

He looks and sees his wife's necklace in the hand of the 
Rigger. He renews his struggle. 

Y. MARINER
(yelling to the sky)

What sort of god are you? What will 
this prove? Your goodness? Why 
punish them? Where is the justice 
in this?

(he sobs)
It's a dream. It is a dream. 

He closes his eyes. 

IN DARKNESS:

Cassandra's humming is heard once again: "Leave Her Johnny, 
Leave Her."

BACK TO:

EXT. THE CASSANDRA - LATER

The Y. Mariner opens his eyes and all of the men are STARING 
at him, lying on the deck of the ship. He begins to struggle 
against the ropes once again and eventually frees himself. 

He attempts to undo the knot of the rope around his neck and 
is unsuccessful. He sees a knife on the body of one of the 
corpses and goes to reach for it, but he shies away, unable 
to continue against the stare of the dead man. 
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He backs against the side of the ship and looks up at the 
moon. TWO BRIGHT STARS flag the moon. 

The ship shifts and begins to move. A great wind BURSTS and 
almost knocks the Y. Mariner off his feet. He looks at the 
helm and sees the wheel turning. He look up at the sails, 
but the wind does not move them. 

The ship begins to glide through the water and the men 
silently RISE and move to their positions to sail the ship. 

Cook rises and passes the Y. Mariner. 

Y. MARINER
Cook? Cook!

Cook disappears below decks. 

Nathaniel pulls at a rope with some of the other men. The Y. 
Mariner approaches him.

Y. MARINER
Nathaniel! Have I--?

He struggles with the rope again around his neck and 
scrambles around the ship. He sees Cassandra's NECKLACE 
intertwined with the seaman's KNIFE laying on the deck. 

He grabs at the knife and the necklace, untangles them, and 
tries to cut himself free of the albatross, but KNICKS his 
hand instead and drops the knife. 

He does not attempt to cut the albatross free again and and 
replaces the necklace around his neck.  

The Y. Mariner turns and gapes at his crew and the thunder 
and lightening continues to roll and strike. He rushes to 
his cabin door and as he does he hears the men reprise: 
"Poor Old Horse."

CREW
And if he dies we'll tan his hide,
And we say so! And we hope so
But if he lives we'll ride him 
again.
Oh, poor old horse!
For a month a rotten life we've 
led,
And we say so! And we hope so
While you've lain in your feather 
bed.
Oh, poor old horse!
Get up, you swine, and look for 
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graft,
CREW (CONT'D)

And we say so! And we hope so
While we lays on, and yanks you 
aft.
Oh, poor old horse!

As the men continue to sing the Y. Mariner shouts to the 
sky.

Y. MARINER
If you expect me to bow to You now 
I don't see how it would do me any 
good! I would sooner curse your 
name than bow to a God who is 
capable of such meanness, such 
spite!

He goes to the stern of the ship.

Y. MARINER
I'm not afraid of You--

He looks out into the wide expanse of the open and empty 
sea. 

Y. MARINER
What have any of these men done? If 
you are a Great Being you are a 
heartless one. 

CREW
(finishing their song)

We'll sink him down with a long, 
long roll,
And we say so! And we hope so
Where the sharks'll have his body, 
and the devil have his soul!
Oh, poor old horse!

The ships LURCHES wildly. And the Y. Mariner clings to the 
ship.  

The moonlight casts his shadow on the deck and he looks up 
to the sky at the full moon and FALLS suddenly to the deck 
in a heap. 

EXT. CASSANDRA - NIGHT

The Y. Mariner sleeps on the deck of the ship. He attempts 
to open his eyes but his vision is fuzzy. He can only make 
out shapeless forms - two men. 

He turns and tosses and cannot focus. He hears two voices 


